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Kay is an amazing
storyteller. A real life
bard. It was a wonderful
experience working with
her on the WIGI's first
D&D stream. I highly
recommend Kay for any
of your DM needs
-Jenn Mac, Women in
Games International
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Biography

As Seen On

I'm an expressive storyteller who
embraces the unexpected.

Cruise of the Gods - Team Liquid
Pridefest Charity Stream
Benefitting The Trevor Project, this stream had
just under half a million views and was featured
on the front page of Twitch. I stepped into the
role of Roxie, a half Orc Paladin of the Flying
Spaghetti Monster alongside DM Gabe Hicks,
Critical Bard, Carlos Cisco, Ehloanna, Kendryx,
and Mermaidroyal.

Respect each other, share the spotlight,
and whenever possible, lean into the
chaos; these are my pillars as a player
and a DM. I'm trained in improv and love
the empathy D&D can teach us.

The Godplane - Gaming Trend
Four antiheroes are summoned to try and stop
a literal Nightmare in my original 5e horror
campaign. Featuring DeAngelo Murillo, Jenn
Mac, Sophie Mintz, and Kassandra, with pillars
of character growth, redemption, and mental
health and wellbeing.

Specialties:
● Gaming for Good - The best
stories entertain while offering new
insights and perspectives.
● Adventure and Role Play - I'm all
about quirky characters and
finding unexpected solutions.
● Genres Galore - I run and play in
horror games, wholesome games,
and everything in between.

Skyhold Tower - Women in
Gaming International
I got to lead this wholesome adventure of
exploration and mystery in this roleplay-heavy
one-shot for WIGI's first ever D&D stream.

Available For

Campaigns

One-Shots

DMing

Conventions

Charity Events

One-shots start at $150, but are negotiable for for charity events, DE&I organizations, and
indie creators. I am available for travel, please contact me for travel availability and rates.

